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IN the study of population structure from data on gene frequencies, it is
often necessary to examine deviations of observed proportions of heterozy-
gotes from the corresponding Hardy—Weinberg proportions. Specifically,
if we have gene frequency data at a single codominant di-allelic locus from
a large number of random-mating populations, we ask the question: In the
absence of disturbing evolutionary forces, how often should one expect
the observed proportions of heterozygotes to deviate above (or below) the
expectations under Hardy—Weinberg equilibrium? Usually, it is stated,
without any formal justification, that this expectation is 50 per cent (Avise
and Felley, 1979). We have examined the validity of this statement from
a theoretical standpoint. It is worth mentioning also that the related
problem of testing for significance of deviations from Hardy—Weinberg
expected frequencies has very little statistical power (Lewontin and Cocker-
ham, 1959; Ward and Sing, 1970; Chakraborty and Rao, 1972; Haber,
1980).

Suppose n diploid individuals are sampled from a population with gene
frequencies p and q of the two alleles A and a at the di-allelic locus under
consideration. Then, under the assumption of random-mating and in the
absence of any "disturbing evolutionary forces", the expected proportions
of AA, Aa and aa individuals are given by: p2, 2pq and q2, respectively,
or byp(2np—1)/(2n —1), 4npq/(2n—1) and q(2nq—1)/(2n—1), respectively,
if Levene's (1949) corrections are made. [Note that, following the usual
convention, in practice the expected frequencies are calculated using the
observed sample gene frequencies.] Suppose m independent samples of n
individuals are drawn from this population. Then, we wish to know in how
many of these m samples will there be an excess of heterozygote individuals
over that expected under Hardy—Weinberg equilibrium. It is important to
note here that the m independent samples are not drawn from the same
population in practice, but are generally drawn from m different subpopula-
tions (which may have different underlying gene frequencies). We shall
deal with this more realistic situation later.

In a single random sample of n individuals, let n1, n2 and n3 denote,
respectively, the observed number of AA, Aa and aa individuals. We
have to compute:

P(n2>E[AaJp, q), (1)

where E[AaJ is the expected number of Aa individuals under Hardy—
Weinber equilibrium, which, given n, n2 and n3, is computed as: 2(ni+
n2)(n3+2n2)/n [or, as: (2n1+n2)(2n3+n2)/(2n—1), if Levene's corrections
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are made]. Now, given the gene frequencies, one can compute the probabil-
ity of a particular outcome as:

n!
(p2)fll(2pqy2(q2)fl3 (2)

n1! n2! n3!

In order to obtain the required probability, one can compute all possible
3-partitions of n (for a fixed n) and add the probabilities (computed by
(2)) for all those partitions satisfying (1). In table 1 are given the prob-
abilities of excess heterozygotes for various values of p and n. From this
table it is seen that as n increases the probability of excess heterozygotes
in the sample converges to O5O, but the rate of convergence is dependent
on the underlying gene frequency in the population. Generally speaking,
if the underlying population gene frequency is not extreme, then the rate
of convergence is faster, and even in samples of moderate size one can
expect the probability of observing excess heterozygotes to be about O5O.
If, however, the true gene frequency in the population has an extreme
value this probability could be very different from O5O.

The probability P(n2>E[Aa]p, q) is also a symmetric function of the
underlying population gene frequency (p) around p=O5. Furthermore,
since E(n2—E[Aa]) over all partitions of n equals zero, the average positive
deviation, i.e., E(n2—E[Aa]n2>E[AaJ), is smaller than the average
absolute negative deviation, E (n2—E[Aa] given n2<E[Aa J), wherever
P(n2>E[Aa]p, q)>O.50. In other words, when gene frequencies are
extreme, positive deviations, while very common, are on the average smaller
in magnitude compared with their negative counterparts.

In practice, in m samples from m different populations with possibly
very different true gene frequencies, finding the expected number of samples
showing excess number of heterozygotes is difficult. If, however, the
estimated frequencies of the gene in the m populations are "moderate",
and if the sample sizes on the basis of which these gene frequencies have
been estimated are rather "large", then one might expect m/2 of these
populations to show an excess number of heterozygotes even if the popula-
tions from which these samples were drawn are panmictic. On the other
hand, if one or more of the estimated gene frequencies in the populations
turn out to be extreme, then one has to compute the required probability
of heterozygote excess by complete enumeration (as we have done for
constructing table 1), assuming that the estimated gene frequencies are the
true population values. But, in such a case the role of individual sample
sizes drawn from the populations becomes extremely important.

In the ith population, let H, and H, denote the expected and observed
proportionofheterozygotes. Also,letP, =Prob (H1 >H1). Thenthenumber
of populations (N) in which the observed heterozygosity exceeds the
expected is:

E(N)— F,.

Since all the m samples are independent,

V(N)= P(1—P1).
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TABLE 1

Probabilities* of excess heerozygotes for various values of gene frequency (p) and
sample size (n)

p n= 50 100 200 250 500
005 084 078 062 056 055
0.10 063 054 053 052 O'52
020 053 050 051 051 0.50
030 053 051 051 050 050
040 050 050 050 050 050
050 047 048 049 0.49 050
060 050 0'50 050 050 050
070 053 051 051 050 0'50
080 053 050 051 051 0•50
090 063 054 053 052 053
09999 000005 00002 00008 0001 0'005

* Calculated using Levene's corrections.

The detection of significance of deviation of the observed excess over the
expected can easily be done by a standard goodness-of-fit chi-square test,
which in the present case has 1 degree of freedom.

An example:

Gershowitz et a!. (1972) have presented data on MN blood group
frequencies of Yanomama Indians living in 37 separate villages located in
Brazil and Venezuela (table 1 of their paper). For this body of data, we
calculated the P values (i=1, 2,. . . ,37) by the method7 of complete
enumeration as described above. In this case, E(N)=_1 P=185O5.
The observed value of N is 12. The x2 value for testing the significance
of deviation of the observed from the expected turned out to be 2287,
which is insignificant at the 5 per cent level with 1 df. Thus, no significant
excess of heterozygotes could be detected at the MN locus for the 37
Yanomama villages.
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